FULL M FINGERS W/ GAFFNEY JOINT AND CUFF STYLE

PARTIAL M FINGERS, GAFFNEY JOINT AND CUFF STYLE

FULL TITAN THUMB W/ ADJUSTABLE SILICONE STRAP

FULL TITAN FINGERS-DORSAL

FULL TITAN FINGERS, PALMER

PARTIAL TITAN FINGERS W/ ADJUSTABLE SILICONE STRAP

FULL M FINGER SYSTEM W/ “CUFF AND PLATE” (NO GAFFNEY JOINT) DESIGN-DORSAL

FULL M FINGER SYSTEM W/ “CUFF AND PLATE” (NO GAFFNEY JOINT) DESIGN-PALMER
FULL M FINGER SYSTEM, "CUFF AND PLATE", (NO GAFFNEY JOINT) DORSAL VIEW

FULL M FINGER SYSTEM, "CUFF AND PLATE", (NO GAFFNEY JOINT) PALMER VIEW

PARTIAL M FINGER (PMF) SILICONE ANCHOR EMBEDMENT W/ ADJUSTABLE STRAP

PMF INDIVIDUAL FINGER SOCKETS W/ WRIST CARBON FIBER PRE-PREG PLATE FOR BOA ATTACHMENT (NO GAFFENY JT)

PMF INDIVIDUAL FINGER SOCKETS W/ WRIST CARBON FIBER PRE-PREG PLATE

MITT" GLOVE

TR SILICONE W/ PEEWEE LYN VALVE

WD SILICONE SOCKET, PULL TUBE AND CARBON FIBER PRE-PREG "STRUT" SUPPORT

SILICONE THUMB EXTENSION (GLOVE STYLE) W/ ADJUSTABLE STRAP